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Weighting/Rigging a NWN2 body mesh in Gmax/Blender - Weight reference
By Black Rider (Version 1.0 May 2014)
Gmax can import NWN2 models, but looses the weightings of the bones/skeleton. To reweight a mesh in Gmax, I used Blender to give me a reference on bones, which need to be
weighted.
See the following the thread for more info:
http://forum.bioware.com/topic/504482-gmax-weightingrigging-a-body-mesh/
This is for the human male body: P_HHM_Body25 & P_HHM_skel.
Bone name Max / Blender
P_HHM_skel / Pelvis

LLeg1 (+RLeg1) / Leg1.l/r

LLeg1 (+RLeg1) / Leg1.l/r (2)
Additional view from the
bottom to see the weighting
between the legs:

LLeg2 / Leg2.l

Front view

Back View
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LLegAnkle / Ankle.l

LLegAnkleDigit011 / Toe.l

Ribcage / Ribs

Neck / Neck

Head / B45
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LArmCollarBone / Collar.l

LArm010 + RArm110 /
Arm1.l/r

LArm011 + RArm111 /
Arm2.l/r

LArm02 + RArm12 / Arm3.l/r

LArmOPalm / Wrist.l
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LArmOPalmDiggit011 /
H_tk.l

LArmOPalmDiggit012 /
H_td.l

LArmOPalmDiggit121 /
H_ik.l

LArmOPalmDiggit122 /
H_id.l

LArmOPalmDiggit231 /
H_mk.l
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LArmOPalmDiggit232 /
H_md.l

h_LArmOPalmDiggit341 /
H_rk.l

h_LArmOPalmDiggit342 /
H_rd.l

h_LArmOPalmDiggit451 /
H_pk.l

h_LArmOPalmDiggit452 /
H_pd.l
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List of bones
Left: Blender
Right: Gmax
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According to Semper, the following bones don't have to be weighted, because they are
secondary bones linked to a parent bone:
BHip1, FHip1, LHip1 + RHip1 = Secondary bones of the pelvis bone (=P_HHM_skel)
According to Semper, the "Attachment Points" (= ap_[name]) are never weighted, because
they don't deform the base mesh. They are just secondary bones, where vfx effects and
armor pieces are attached, so that they move in conjunction with the base mesh.
Additional info:
http://nwn2faithless.blogspot.de/2012/05/creating-new-life-with-expotron-and-max_08.html
http://www.rwscreations.com/RWSForum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=534
According to Semper, the "Face Bones" (= f_[name]) are only needed (and animated) in
cinematics. This means, that you only need them, if you're creating heads for close ups.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Using Blender to get your own reference:
For this model, I used Blender 2.69. You can get all versions here:
http://download.blender.org/release/
Note: There are 7z-versions, which don't need an installation (sort of "portable" versions).
Just execute from within the directory.
And an importer. I used RJShae's updated version:

http://neverwintervault.org/project/nwn2/other/tool/blender-mdb-importexport-plugin
Steps:
1. Import the model.
Best would be, if you have the
model file, the textures and the
Blender Armature all in one
directory!

2. Use mouse wheel to zoom, press mouse wheel to rotate - [SHIFT]/[STRG] + pressed
mouse wheel give you additional possibilities.
3. Switch off other meshes (default: Top right tool window = "Outliner"), so you only see the
main mesh.
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4. Unfold the main mesh until you see the "Vertex Groups" (=weighted bones).

5. Here click a bone (eg. Arm1.l), and switch from "Object Mode" to "Weight Paint" (default:
tool bar in the lower left).

Now you get the colorings, which can be seen in my chart above.
Vertices can be influenced by more than one bone. To view shared regions, aim the "weight
brush circle" onto the mesh. Now hold SHIFT + Right Mouse Button and you get an info on
bones, which share that region. (These can then be selected via that window.)

I plan to write up a tutorial on weighting/rigging a body mesh in Gmax.
A tutorial on how to weight/rig a NWN2 head mesh can be found here:
http://neverwintervault.org/article/tutorial/gmax-beginners-guide-weightingrigging-nwn2-headmodel
- END -

